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When it comes to free app builders, and app makers for Windows, it still seems like Apple has a
stranglehold on all things apps.

But will Apple and Android's battle over the tablet and smartphone market continue now that HTML5
is rising in popularity? At appsbar, we look at the idea of native apps versus those HTML5 apps that
can run on iOS devices. The best app builders may seem like those that can build Native apps â€“ but
with the mobile market race in full heat, and rule the hearts and minds of both consumers and
merchants now focused on building one app that reaches many people, app builders are leaning
towards building an app that that reaches users on Android and everywhere else.

Enter appsbar.com into the mobile ecosystem. Anyone who wants to have the best app maker
mobile devices, can do it for free â€“ and on more devices. Appsbar is an app maker for windows.
Apopsbar is an app maker for Android devices. But appsbar is also an app maker for the Web. Itâ€™s all
about HTML5.

Anyone who just wants to build and publish an app for free may see the app world as  complex and
fraught with uncertainty. But appsbar makes it easy to build and publish apps for Android and iOS
for free. For an application maker, creating an application is no more a distant affair. Appsbar is an
ideal platform to create an application in three simple steps. The creator just needs to submit the
idea. The app developers will make it a reality. Appsbar has mastered the art of app development
and has developed applications for Android apps, iphone apps to name a few. These applications
serve several purposes related to business and personal use. Appsbar, a free app making software
allows individuals to create applications and at the same time, help in promoting the applications.
Aspiring minds can earn name and fame through Appsbar.

About Scott Hirsch and appsbar.com

Scott Hirschâ€™s appsbar.com allows novice users and those with deep tech background alike to
develop professional quality smart phone and tablet apps in minutes for free. appsbar is the only
site intuitive enough for anyone to use that is free to build and publish a mobile app. For anyone
who asks â€œhow do I develop apps for my smartphone?â€• or â€œhow can I make a Windows app?â€• - appsbar
has the answer with a drag and drop app maker, an app maker for Windows, an android app maker,
and more.
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